All our families are unique.

How will you show your family in art?

Look at the work of these artists to see if you can get some new ideas...
Is your family... big or small?
Do you want to show...

who you are

or what you enjoy?
Or would you rather choose things that represent you?
Does it matter where you are?

Or are you all jumbled up together?
Can you show what your family are like by how they are acting?
How will you show how you feel about each other?
Do you want to add lots of **detail**, or use shape and colour to keep it **simple**?
Perhaps you could use shapes and colours that remind you of your family to make an **abstract** work of art?

**Teachers note:** The top two rings show the equal status of the husband and the wife. The lower ring represents the natural dominion of parents over children and their obligation of protection. The outside ring and the internal knots denote family bonds.
Or **mix** lots of ideas together into one big picture.
We are all unique.

How will you celebrate your family using art?